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Land dealings from the 1830s – 1880s
County Map dated 1874

County of Gunbower
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History - from the early 1830s to 1881
1830s

Land sales in Victoria began.
Initially granted by NSW

1851

Victoria separates
from NSW

• Land sold initially was:
–
–
–
–

suitable for farming,
concentrated along reliable fresh water sources,
utilised the coastline providing port access for shipping of goods
located in townships to service the surrounding area

• Major navigable rivers proved to be lifelines for early development
and commercial requirements
• Water provided basic infrastructure and lines of communication
• Gold discoveries in the 1850s intensified the granting of land, in
particular along valleys and watercourses. This resulted in a very
fragmented pattern of Crown reserves
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History - from the early 1830s to 1881

1850 NSW
Legislation

Below is an extract from the 1850 Act “allowing” the creation of the
Colony of Victoria
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History - from the early 1830s to 1881
An extract from the 1850 Act

Boundary of Victoria & NSW can be altered
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History - from the early 1830s to 1881
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History - from the early 1830s to 1881
• Government surveyors designed Victoria’s first subdivisions
and were effectively the first land resource planners
• Prior to the reservations of both the 1870s and 1880s, many
Crown reserves were previously set aside to support
development and provide domestic water
• Regular water reserves over fresh water springs were
created to aid the droving of stock across the State
• The danger of allowing permanent water to be controlled by
a small number of settlers had been identified
• By the late 1850s the retention of unbroken strips of Crown
land along the margins of water emerged as a general
policy. But it took many years to formalise this!
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History - from the early 1830s to 1881
• Initially, Surveyors prepared maps of Pastoral Runs
that had already been taken up by “squatters”
• This preceded many grants of freehold land

A Pastoral Run along
the Loddon River
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Land dealings from the 1830s – 1880’s
1864 Pastoral
Run plan along
the Latrobe &
Morwell Rivers
and several
creeks showing
areas including:
24,610 acres
24,272 acres.
Particularly
impressive for the
era with all that
river frontage.
Also shown here
is the “Telegraph
Line & Road from
Sale to
Melbourne”.
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History - from the early 1830s to 1881
Pastoral Run
along the
Glenelg River &
a creek, with
one boundary
defined as “Line
of Heath”.
Note the area
shown to the
nearest acre.
And there are
no roods or
perches!
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History - from the early 1830s to 1881
• Successive governments saw that the general public was
being denied access to water for recreation & other
activities
• In addition, settlers whose property did not have direct
access to permanent water, needed access to nearby rivers
& streams
• The 1881 gazettal of the Reserves did much to enhance,
preserve and protect the corridors of Crown land along
waterways
• Crown reserves were intended officially for public use; for
water supply and recreation
• With adjoining land often sold for farming, access by the
public to these strips of Crown reserves remained difficult
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Crown Land Status tenures circa the 1880s
CROWN LAND
CAN BE..
GOVERNMENT
ROAD

UNRESERVED
RESERVED

(Various purposes via Act of
Parliament and/or
Government Gazette)

PERMANENT

RESERVED

TEMPORARY

A Crown land parcel can have many differing status affecting it, in part
and/or in whole
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Crown Land Status tenures circa the 1880s
CROWN LAND

Land in Victoria is
considered property of
the ‘Crown’ until such
time that it is sold or
leased

GENERAL
LAW DEED*
(Freehold)

* Land granted from the
‘Crown’ before 2nd October
1862

TORRENS
TITLE**

LEASEHOLD^

(Freehold)

** Land granted from the
‘Crown’ on/or after 2nd
October 1862

^ Leased or Licenced under
the several versions of Land
Acts of 1860, 1862, 1865,
1869 & 1878 from the ‘Crown’
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Acts & Gazettals and other Crown Reserves
• Early versions of the Land Act are dated 1860, 1862,
1865, 1869 & 1878
• The Governor of the State of Victoria publishes certain
decisions in the Government Gazette
• These decisions are determined by the Governor at
meetings with the relevant Minister(s) of Parliament and
high level advisors
• Decisions are made using powers vested in the Governor
under various Acts, such as the Land Act 1869
• These decisions are termed to have been made by the
“Governor in Council” and often referred to as an “Order
in Council”
• In the early days of settlement these often involved land
sales & leases together with Crown land reservations
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Acts & Gazettals and other Crown Reserves

Land Act 1869
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Acts & Gazettals and other Crown Reserves

An example of a Reservation
along a watercourse for
“Water” purposes

An example of a Reservation
which also includes the bed of
this creek (1885 & 1904). If
the 1881 Reservation included
this creek, it will have multiple
status over the bed and a
“strip” either side.
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Acts & Gazettals and other Crown Reserves

This example shows a Public Purposes Reserve for
Tourist’s Camp (1938) adjoining the 1881 Reservation.
Note the Government road most likely has dual status,
even though it is not coloured.
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Acts & Gazettals and other Crown Reserves
• Thorough research of each and every gazettal is
required
• The status of Temporary and Permanent must be
noted
• The dates of the gazettals (in relation to 1881) may
become critical
• Current Record Plans are the primary source for
surveyors to begin to piece together the mosaic of
information
• NEVER rely on the Vicmap map-base (eg LASSI)
for correct parcellation or land status
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Acts & Gazettals and other Crown Reserves

This example shows
multiple types and
dates of reservations
AND revocations of
some reserves.
Note also the
Government roads –
are they or aren’t
they? If they are,
does a reservation
also apply?
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1881 Order in Council
• Water frontage reserves range normally from 20 to 60
metres from either bank
• Many thousands of kilometres of river frontage are
reserved, resulting in several thousands of hectares of
public land Permanently Reserved
• The lineal and narrow shape of these reserves makes
management by the State difficult
• Licensed Surveyors often find themselves having to deal
with these strips in the course of a survey
• Adjoining private landholders tend to be protective of this
land and attempt to deny public access, as if it was owned
by them, often running their side fences to the water
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1881 Order in Council

• The 1881 Permanent Reservation represented
the greatest protection that could be
afforded, being reversible only by an act of
Parliament
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1881 Order in Council
27 May 1881 the Governor-in-Council published in the
Government Gazette the following order
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1881 Order in Council
27 May 1881 the Governor in Council published
in the
1389
May 27,1881
Government Gazette the following order
LANDS PERMANENTLY RESERVED FROM SALE
In pursuance of the provisions of The Land Act 1869 …, the Governor
in Council has reserved from sale, permanently, the lands hereinafter
referred to viz.:Reserved by Orders of 23 May 1881

Sites for Public Purposes, Nos. 1 to 20 inclusive. See Gazette of
11 February 1881.
Sites for Public Purposes, Nos. 21 to 44 inclusive. See Gazette
of 25 February 1881.
Sites for Public Purposes, Nos. 45 to 62B inclusive. See
Gazette of 4 March 1881.
Sites for Public Purposes, Nos. 62C to 70B inclusive. See
Gazette of 18 March 1881.
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1881 Order in Council
• In itself, the gazettal seems pretty useless, however
• It’s function primarily was to:

PERMANENTLY RESERVE FROM SALE

land along some 280 watercourses

• It tells you that these reserves are for:

PUBLIC PURPOSES
• It advises that this happened under the Land Act 1869
• Very importantly, it tells you exactly where to find out
more
• We often see it written as “GAZ. 81.1389”
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1881 Order in Council
This notation is found on many Current Record Plans
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1881 Order in Council
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1881 Order in Council
• The general gazettal note can be seen on most Parish
& Township Plans in Victoria
• Often, the relevant land is shown coloured
• However, the note does not constitute a blanket
“reservation” along every watercourse within that Plan
• Furthermore, not all Parish Plans were coloured
correctly.
Or accurately.
Or at all.
• Knowledge and interpretation of the individual gazettal
is required
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1881 Order in Council
• The reservations could not be created if the land was not
“owned” by the State in 1881
• Vast tracts of land had already been granted and were
existing freehold
• Many parcels of land were also held under leasehold at
the time, with the objective of sale by the Crown and
eventual conversion to freehold
• In common law at the time land granted or leased, went
to the centreline of an abutting watercourse, not the
bank
• As a result, the reservations are often broken and
fragmented along the lengths of many watercourses
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1881 Order in Council
• The four earlier Gazettals provided specific descriptions
regarding each and every one of the reservations
• This included if the bed was included, the width of the
reserve from the bank and where widths varied,
descriptions of the locations of the variations. For
example, between certain junctions with intersecting
watercourses
• The gazettals stipulated that the reservations ONLY
applied to existing Crown land
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1881 Order in Council
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The gazettals that preceded the 1881 Order in Council

Glenelg River

The following Notice was
gazetted 1st on 11 February,
pursuant to …

… all land, the property of the
State, …

The bed of the River …
… and …
… a distance of 150 links from either bank …
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1881 Order in Council – SGV Listing
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1881 Order in Council – SGV Listing
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1881 Order in Council – SGV Listing
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1881 Order in Council – Earlier gazettal
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1881 Order in Council – Earlier gazettal
Some gazettal descriptions pose problems for the surveyor of today!

… and where there is no defined channel … a strip of land two
hundred links in width following the general direction of the
lowest level between the points where the defined channel is
lost and is again re-formed.
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1881 Order in Council
• With all this information, what could possibly go wrong?
• Several water courses have changed names, some more
than once!
• Most water courses have changed location.

Either slowly or suddenly

Either by small distances or large

Either by natural or man-made causes
• Old surveys, if they exist, can be hard work to plot. But we
know that is no excuse!
• Which bank is the Reserve referenced to? The high bank
or the low bank?
• There is no aerial photography for that period
• What does “property of the State” mean in practice
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1881 Order in Council
• “Property of the State” for our purposes means land
that is Crown land
• AND
• Does not have a licence or lease affecting it vide an
early Land Act.
• Look at the Parish Plans for clues.
The “19.20” indicates the
existence of a Crown lease
• Section 269 of the Property Law Act 1958 provides
some guidance in accepting that leased land can be
treated as granted land for this purpose
• Land held under lease in 1881 by virtue of the Land
Act 1869 is not the property of the State.
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1881 Reservation & Surveyors
• Note that the Permanent Public Purposes Reserve is the bed
and a width from each bank. So the Reserve will total, for
example, 300 links (150 + 150) plus the width of the bed
• Surveyors need to fully understand which bank the Reserve is
offset to. Is it the high bank or the low bank?
• The surveyor must also assess “the other side of the
watercourse”. It may have been granted to the centreline prior
to 1881. In that case, the Reserve on one side will go to the
centreline, but not beyond. So only “half” the bed is reserved.
• If the “available” Crown land has an existing status, eg Water
Reserve, School Reserve or Government road, irrespective if it
is Permanent or Temporary, the particular strip of land will still
be reserved in accordance with the 1881 gazettal, and so have
dual or multiple status. Crown land can have multiple status’
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1881 Reservation & Surveyors - boundaries
• In May 1881 these Reserves were “locked” in permanently
• They are referenced to the river, creek or lake that the
specific gazettal refers to
• The position of the “outer” limits of the Permanent Public
Purposes Reserve is fixed AT THAT DATE – in 1881
• The “outer” boundaries must be re-established in the
position where they existed in 1881
• The “outer” boundary does NOT follow, or stay parallel to,
the banks of the watercourse as it moves over time, nor
does it remain at the specified width from the bank eg 100
links or 150 links
• It is most likely INCORRECT practice to locate the bank
today and simply lay off the parallel width of the Reserve
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1881 Reservation & Surveyors – Doctrine of Accretion
• Since the early 1890’s, the Office of the Victorian
Government Solicitor has been adamant that the
land boundary of all permanent river reserves must
be regarded as being fixed at the time of its
proclamation (eg.1881)
• The land boundary is therefor not an ambulatory
boundary. They are “fixed”
• Only the banks of the watercourse are ambulatory
boundaries
• Surveyors have several complexities to consider
and address in regard to the application of the
Doctrine of Accretion
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1881 Reservation & Surveyors – Doctrine of Accretion
• Determining if the Doctrine of Accretion applies. And to which
boundaries
• Land alienated prior to 1881 was to the centreline of the
watercourse
• Nil, or limited, survey records of the watercourse in, or near to,
1881. There is obviously no aerial imagery from that time
• When the watercourse moves out of the Reserve boundary. Is
that movement slow and imperceptible, or sudden?
• Parish Boundaries along centreline of watercourses. Is the
centreline ambulatory?
• Generally, the only way to remove, alter or amend a Permanent
reserve is by an Act of Parliament
• The movement of ambulatory boundaries impacts Crown land
as well as freehold land
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Determining the location of the watercourse in 1881
• The position of the watercourse at the date of the
Gazettal is critical
• To re-establish the position of the bank and hence the
reserve boundary in 1881, the Licensed Surveyor
must access data using the following hierarchy:
Survey
circa 1881

May be 1870 or
1890

No survey?
Use Original
Crown Plan

No Crown
Plan?
Use current
Parish & Put
away Plans

Plan not
reliable?

What physical
evidence justifies
the position?
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Determining the location of the watercourse in 1881
• Never rely upon or plot a watercourse from a Crown
Grant, Certificate of Title or Title Plan
• The current mapbase in LASSI is also off limits! As
yet, we don’t know what the DCM project will provide
in regard to watercourse position accuracy.
• Dimensions on the Parish Plan may not provide
precision for plotting a watercourse. They may relate
to and define:
 The high bank
 Arable or saleable land
 Edge of thick scrub!

rather than a distance to the centreline or edge/low bank
of a watercourse
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1881 Reservation & Surveyors – Doctrine of Accretion
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1881 Reservation & Surveyors – Doctrine of Accretion
• In the previous example there are three (3)
“parcels”/”pieces”/”sections” of the reserve that should
be considered




The offset (100 link) piece on one side of the
watercourse
The offset (100 link) piece on the other side of
the watercourse
The bed of the watercourse

• Note that if the centreline becomes a boundary, there
may be four (4) sections, 2 between the banks
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1905 Water Act
Water Act 1905
Section 5 of this Act “resumed” the land covered by the bed
and banks of all watercourses that formed a boundary of an
allotment, deeming that land to be crown land, as if it had
never been alienated. This Act was retrospective. This is
now enshrined in Section 385 of the Water Act 1958. The
definition of “bed and banks” here is the wetted perimeter.
This therefor refers to the low bank. This did not apply to
watercourses within allotments, if it was not a boundary.
Sections 6 & 7 provided that affected owners shall retain
the rights of ordinary use of the water, and access to the
water (amongst other matters).
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1905 Water Act
When we now consider the 1881 Order in Council
Reservation, we can see more problems.
If the 1881 OIC refers to the high bank and the 1905
Water Act refers to the low bank –
 Then there are two different banks being referred to in
two different pieces of statute! Surveyors must be clear
in correctly differentiating between these.
There are some resources available, but I acknowledge
that these are a bit scant and scattered.
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1905 Water Act & “Two Banks”
Peter Knights gives us an opinion in the paragraph (of his 1996 paper)
after his first “cross section” showing banks A and B. He states:-

“From a study of many surveys over many years, it is
my belief that the top of the high bank (point labelled
“B” on the sketch) was the origin from which ….. Crown
Surveyors…”
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1905 Water Act

Water Act 1905
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1905 Water Act

Section 5 of the
Water Act 1905

Section 385 of the
Land Act 1958
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1905 Water Act
• The practical impact of the 1905 Act for surveyors
 It only applies to watercourses that were originally Crown
Allotment boundaries
 The bed is now Crown land, its status is unreserved
 The low banks are now Crown boundaries, with the Crown as
the owner on one side
 There is also now a Crown boundary in the centreline of the
watercourse (whether it is a Parish boundary or not)
 All of these boundaries are ambulatory
 Where the Doctrine of Accretion cannot be applied, the
Limitations of Actions Act 1958 may apply in regard to any
impact on Crown land
 This happened AFTER the 1881 gazettal
 The bed, now Crown land, has had Native Title extinguished
as it was once freehold
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The Doctrine of Accretion – Applies
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1881 Reservation & Surveyors – Doctrine of Accretion
Applies

In the gazettal, the BED is specifically referred to as being reserved. So the
reservation stays with the bed
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1881 Reservation & Surveyors – Doctrine of Accretion
Does not apply
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Example – Land as Granted
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Example – At the time of the Reservation in 1881
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Example – In 1905
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Example – The Doctrine of Accretion
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Example – Leasehold land
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Neville Brayley & Peter Knights comparison
NLB

PSK

Peter Knights shows CA 16 as being on either side of the watercourse, but does not
describe this scenario in his text. Myself, and some at SGV, consider the vinculums
to be in error. This is under investigation and discussion.
He also shows the status of the bed as Crown land. Myself, and some at SGV,
consider the bed to be Permanent Public Purposes Reserve. Also being
70
investigated and discussed.
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1881 Impact on the Murray River – a State border issue
Extract from the 1881 Government Gazette
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1881 Impact on the Murray River – a State border issue
• The relevant highlighted points are:
 The property of the State
 Distance of three chains
 From the ordinary winter level confined by the
left bank
• The High Court of Australia in 1980 ruled the
boundary between the States of Victoria and NSW
as the top of the high left bank of the Murray River
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1881 Impact on the Murray River – a State border issue
Therefore:
• Unless the water’s edge of the ordinary winter level
coincides with the top of the high bank –
 The land between the ordinary winter level and the
top of the high bank is not in Victoria. It is in New
South Wales
 Therefore it is not reserved land in Victoria, and
 Therefore the width of the Reserve along the
Victorian side of the Murray will be LESS than three
chains wide
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• If anyone is interested, this will have to be for another time
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1859 Drafting Specifications
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1859 Drafting Specifications
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1859 Drafting Specifications
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QUESTIONS?
Some don’t care less where the Reserve is. Only where their next feed is!
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